
 

Caring for your Pet Budgerigar 

Budgies are friendly, active and very sociable little birds, native 
to Australia. They require lots of environmental enrichment 

which means toys and friends!! They can be a delightful 
companion, especially if hand tamed, and can be very cheeky. 

Choosing a bird. If you are looking for a bird to hand tame 
yourself, look for a very young bird. Males tend to be easier to 

handle than females, but young birds can be difficult to sex. 
Baby budgies are sometimes called bar-heads because the 

feathering across the top of the head down to the beak carries a series of bars which gradually fade between 8-12 
weeks of age. At around 12 weeks the cere (the band of flesh above the beak) changes colour to either brown for a 
girl or blue for a boy. How-ever this does not apply to Lutino or Albino varieties, as they often don’t change colour!! 

For the first 2-3 days– Don’t rush your budgie!  Your Budgie will be naturally scared because of a new and changed 
environment and many birds may not eat much for the first day or 2 due to stress. If you have chosen a very young 

budgie, line the base of the cage with newspaper and scatter some of their food on the bottom of the cage so he can 
pick and forage without any effort. When your bird is eating properly and feels at home then it is time to start 

to train your budgie 

Hand taming. Can be done with time and patience by placing their cage near an active area at home making them 
part of the routine, especially at mealtimes. This will get him used to your presence. Frequently approach the cage, 

and while talking quietly, put your hand into the cage until he becomes accustomed to its presence and ceases to fly 
around the cage. Offer him treats. Watch what he eats and see if he has a favourite food. Use this as a reward when 
handling him. Eventually, he will walk across your hand, and soon learn to perch on your finger. When he is used to 

sitting on your finger, start bringing him out of his cage, and teach him to step up by gently pressing your finger 
against his chest, just above his feet. Familiarity and repetition are key to taming birds. 

The more time you spend with your bird, the better your bird will become. 
Wing trims should be carefully considered. Flight allows for exercise and better weight maintenance but clipping also 
prevents escape and injury in the home and aids in hand taming. A bird who can fly away is harder to catch. Chasing 
= more stress. Supervised exercise away from the cage including flight time and foraging will also help your bird stay 

healthy and happy. 

Housing Give them the largest cage that can be accommodated. In most cases, a cage should be wider rather than 
taller so the bird can stretch its wings. Budgies stuffed into a tiny cage can become aggressive and i don’t blame 

them!! The cage floor should be lined with newspaper or sand sheets for hygiene as this allows for better monitoring 
of faecal droppings or any other abnormalities such a blood. 

Some birds may be shy at first, and may need a “safe zone”. This can be provided by placing the cage next to a wall, 
furniture or natural plants. A cover at night will help settle your bird at night by keeping him dark and cosy. 

Use different width perches for foot exercise and to avoid repetitive stress syndrome. Perches should be positioned 
to prevent the tail from rubbing on the side or bottom of the cage and enough distance away from the food and 

water bowl to prevent faecal contamination. Replace perches as soon as they show signs or wear or damage. Nails 
may need to be trimmed if they become sharp or uncomfortable for the owner. Sand sheets and cement perches are 
great for helping to keep nails and beaks trim. If the bird is allowed to fly, make sure they are well away from ceiling 

fans, large windows or hot stovetops. 

Food and water bowls: Open, wider rather than deep bowls make the food more visible and attractive, which may 
even encourage birds to eat new foods. For a healthy bird, providing foraging toys are a great addition/alternative to 
food bowls. The cage floor and water bowls should be cleaned daily to prevent soiling and a weekly thorough clean 

of the cage is recommended using warm soapy water. 

Environment Temperature: A healthy bird will be able to tolerate temperatures that are comfortable to its owner. 
Sudden changes in temperatures should be avoided. Budgies love to bathe, so occasionally offer a shallow “bath” or 

misting of the feathers with water. Some prefer to shower or bathe under a tap. – especially in warmer weather!!  
This will also encourage normal grooming behaviour 

Outdoors time: It is beneficial for your bird’s physical and mental health to spend some time in fresh air and direct 
sunlight (not filtered through glass/plastic) Just be wary in warmer weather of the position of the sun, and ensure 

your bird can get out of the direct sun if he needs to as it moves throughout the day. 

https://birdsville.net.au/pet-bird-advice-and-training/bird-training/


Nutrition: A good diet is key to the overall health and longevity of every bird species. Commercially formulated bird 
diets in the form of pellets or crumble are recommended. A pellet-based diet will fulfill all dietary requirements, as 
well as preventing excessive calorie intake and fatty liver. Seeds and nuts should not be the overall diet of your bird 

and reserved for treats and encouraging foraging behaviours. 
Try fruits and vegetables such as apples, pumpkin, grapes, broccoli, mango, sweet potato, squash, parsley and 

spinach seeding grasses, chickweed, dandelion, eucalyptus leaves, silver beet, carrots and green carrot tops. Feed 
the fruits and veggies to your budgie raw, because cooking takes away vital nutrients. They can be served in any way 

the budgie prefers, which may be chopped, shredded, diced, sliced, pureed, or whole. 

Health; As a prey animal, birds naturally avoid showing any weakness. They are very good at hiding illness, so if a 
bird looks ill, its usually serious. See your vet if you notice your bird: at the bottom of the cage, fluffed up, having 
difficulty breathing, vomiting, has blocked or dirty nostrils, has a change in appetite, or runny and watery faeces. 

Worming– Inside birds should be wormed 4 times a year if kept outside and every 6 months for birds kept 
inside.  Baby budgies should not be wormed until they are 12 weeks old as it can upset a baby budgies crop that has 

only just learnt how to eat on their own. 

Mite and lice spray– This should be applied on all birds every 3 months as lice and mites unfortunately seem to 
spread everywhere and birds in an inside environment are still susceptible.  Lice and mites that birds get do not 

effect humans. 

Vitamin D supplement– This is essential for all budgies that do not receive natural unfiltered sun light.  Sun 
shining through a glass window is filtered and does not allow the bird to absorb vitamin D. Vitamin D is essential to 

the health of birds as they need more calcium than mammals due to all the feathers they grow. All animals including 
birds and humans cannot absorb calcium without Vitamin D. 

Calcium– Can be added a number of ways. The best way give your budgie calcium is to give him a proper coarse grit 
mix containing charcoal. Cuttlebone, Calcium & Charcoal bells, shell grit and baked egg shell are also good options. 

Wild budgies eat the burnt bark trees, pick at mineral rich soil banks and lime stone, as well as green seed heads and 
other plant based sources that contain calcium in forms that are far easier to absorb. Vetafarm’s liquid Calcivet 

mimics this natural approach. 

Iodine– Many budgies are deficient in iodine which causes a swelling of the thyroid, leading to breathing difficulties. 
The affected bird typically develops a "clicking" noise or audible whistling or squeak as it breathes. This is easily 

avoided by supplying an iodine bell. 
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